
16th February 2012

Run Number 199
Starting at the Augustus John, Liverpool University

The Pack: Snoozanne, Madhatter, Alternative Entrance, Carthief, 
FCUK(Hare), Compo, ET, Grutel, Tia Maria,  (10” kept the seats warm at the 
venue (does that count?), Bloody Bollocks got himself into the Hash Flash at 
the Festival (that probably counts even less?).

FCUK’s runs are always slightly different and he did not disappoint.

First up no Hash Flash “we will have one at the beer festival”. Secondly the 
Hare decided to follow “en bicyclette”

The third surprise was shortly after we had started and a Hash marking 
appeared



How the Hare had organised this I do not know but he must have done it a 
while ago judging by the missing bits of paint.

Off we went in a fine drizzle which quickly dried up. The Hare was well 
prepared anyway



But not before he had somehow given us the slogan

And a 

Tia Maria was pleased to be able 
to cheer at this location.



A quick reminder of Liverpool’s allegiance 

A good trip around the local streets with the clock ticking and the beer being 
drunk meant a shorter run than usual but we still had a 

Which Megapixels managed to capture with some success (especially if you 
know what you are looking at (Anglican Cathedral)





The Hare presented a split although he eschewed the normal Rambos / 
Wimps terms and used  S and H (or is that an I ( Hmmmm Slow and Idiots 
would fit).

Needless to say we all went right and attempted the gate 

But the rain had made it slippery and with the beer beckoning a slide under 
the gate was quickly voted down. Back to the slow route.



Up to the RC cathedral where Megapixel showed off his superior camera

Whilst Hash Flash managed the rather scuffed out

Over the top and onto the entrance to the beer festival.

The other participants were slightly disrupted in their quest for beer whilst we 
posed for our Hash Flashes.







A selection of beers

Bloody Bollocks front and centre.



The beer flowed well and there being no circle all sins are saved up until next 
week. RA take note!

A thief in Paris planned to steal some paintings from the Louvre. 

After careful planning, he got past security, stole the paintings and made it 
safely to his van. 

However, he was captured only two blocks away when his van ran out of fuel. 

When asked how he could mastermind such a crime and then make such an 
obvious error, he replied, "Monsieur, that is the reason I stole the paintings. I 
had no Monet to buy Degas to make the Van Gogh." 

(And you thought I didn't have De Gaulle to tell you this one!) 

Well, I figured I have nothing Toulouse.


